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  Potential environmental environmental environmental 
   impacts of recreational use of recreational use recreational environmental us of recreational usee

 Soil compaction and erosion

 Vegetation loss or alteration

 Degraded water quality

 Littering

 Disruption of wildlife



         Do recreational environmental us of recreational useers of recreational use even bel environmental ong in natural areas at all? in natural environmental areas of recreational use at al environmental l environmental ?



   Benefits of recreational use of recreational use outdoor recreation

 Improved health & mental wellbeing

 Financial benefits for local communities

 Increased public support for nature development

“You don’t love what you don’t know”



    From a nature protectioners of recreational use pers of recreational usepective:

 Habitats and species should be preserved and protected

 Avoid any extra pressure on already vulnerable ecosystems 

 Impact of recreation as low as possible

 Minimal accessibility

Even if it means excluding user groups?



 Want to be considered as legitimate trail users

 Appreciate freedom to plan own routes

 Highly value the natural environment 

    From a recreational environmental us of recreational useer’s of recreational use pers of recreational usepective:

But might not always have a clear understanding of how their 

activities unintentionally can impact ecosystems



     How can we bridge that gap? can w can we bridge that gap?e bridg in natural areas at all?e that g in natural areas at all?ap?



     How can we bridge that gap? can w can we bridge that gap?e bridg in natural areas at all?e that g in natural areas at all?ap?

 Educate recreational users on ‘code of conduct’ in natural environments

 Engage recreational users to aid in nature management & trail maintenance works

 Design smart trail systems that direct pressure away from sensitive areas by building attractive 

trails in parts that are less high-risk

 Involve all user groups in the planning process and listen to their needs

 Build a positive, mutually respectful relationship between land managers and recreational users
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